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Abundance

Return 
Year

Number 
hatchery reared

Number of 
naturally reared

2010 1239 88
2011 2878 247
2012 547 77
2013 334 54
2014 239 29
2015 670 61
2016 429 78
2017 761 105
2018 711 61
2019 1028 177
2020 1196 243
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Presentation Notes
Graph of adult returns for the last 10 years (including calculation of mean replacement rate as required by the recovery criteria).



Replacement Rate

The 10-year mean 
replacement rate of 
naturally reared fish is 
1.12 between 2010 and 
2020
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Presentation Notes
Increased replacement rate in 2010 and 2020 reflective of higher escapement in those two years.Includes hatchery egg and fry stocking.Can get a high replacement rate by either having a high number of returns in year t or perhaps it corresponds to having a low number of returns in year t-5.  The former is what happened in 2011, the latter is what happened in 2020. (Per John Sweka, USFWS)



Spatial 
Distribution

River Life stage Number

Penobscot Smolts 648,000

Penobscot Fry 614,000

Penobscot Parr 70,000

Penobscot Eggs 498,000

Penobscot Adults (pre-spawn) 2*

Penobscot Adults (Post-spawn) 953

* Non-pathogenic ISAv sea-run adults
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Occupancy mapDescription:  Map for mean occupancy across the 2018 to 2020 cohorts as of December 2020. This does not include the 2021 cohort from last fall’s wild spawning. Taking the mean across these three cohorts ties to potential sources of smolts for 2021. Also, the proportion is the total amount of habitat that has at least one salmon, divided by the total available rearing habitat based on the Wright et al. (2008) Salmon habitat model.Narrative (500 words max) Although stocking occurred in 2020, some salmon stocking procedures deviated from previous years to accommodate safety protocols such as social distancing were implemented in response to Covid-19. Specifically, Green Lake NFH stocked out the smolt production starting on March 23rd, about 3 weeks earlier than normal. Smolt stocking of 64,000 smolts in the Piscataquis River did not occur as planned due to Covid-19 operational changes. Instead, those smolt were stocked below the Milford Dam with the rest of the Penobscot smolt production. Fry stocking from Craig Brook NFH was streamlined and only point stocking was used for fry distribution. 



Habitat 
Access
Currently accessible habitat at the 
Hydrologic Unit 10 level within the 
Penobscot SHRU based on the 
definitions of accessible in the final 
recovery plan.

18,600 units currently suitable 
and accessible
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Description: Map of currently accessible habitat at the Hydrologic Unit 10 level within the Penobscot SHRU based on the definitions of accessible in the final recovery planNote:  To meet the standard of accessible habitat 1) habitat is accessible above a dam with upstream and downstream passage that does not preclude recovery, or 2) accessible above road stream crossings set at the correct elevation using the Stream Simulation methodology.As described in the Final Recovery Plan (2018), the life history of the Atlantic salmon requires a high degree of access between freshwater, estuarine, and marine environments, and sufficiently suitable natural habitats must be available to support wild populations.  Habitat access is categorized as: (1) Habitat with No Access, (2) Habitat with Impeded Access, (3) Habitat that is Accessible, and (4) Habitat that is Fully Accessible.  But the minimum amount of suitable habitat that must be accessible to returning adults for achieve delisting criteria is 30,000 Habitat Units per SHRU. Currently, the total estimated habitat units that are suitable and accessible in the Penobscot SHRU is 18,600 units.  



Connectivity-related projects

• 20 connectivity/restoration projects by watershed:
• 10 in Lower Penobscot River
• 8 in Piscataquis River
• 1 in Passadumkeag River
• 1 in East Branch Penobscot River

• Over 55.4 stream miles were made accessible, equaling 618.8 
additional habitat units opened and now accessible
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This includes contributions from multiple entities, and includes cooperation from multiple NGO, federal, state, and tribal partners, and likely not all projects are fully captured.



Diversity: Life 
history and 
genetic 
variation
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Penobscot sea-run broodstock

River %1SW %2SW %3SW %Repeat 
spawners

%Age 1 
smolt

%Age 2 
smolt

%Age 3+ 
smolt

Penobscot 13.6% 84.7% 1.3% 0.4% 83.1 15.2 1.7
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Graph of Allelic DiversityUse various estimates of genetic diversity to monitor how diversity is changing over time. Our goal is to minimize the loss of diversity within the DPS as a whole. Of the DPS populations maintained, the Penobscot has the largest amount of genetic variation due in part to the larger population size able to be maintained.Of the six river-specific broodstocks maintained for the Gulf of Maine Distinct Population Segment of Atlantic salmon, the Penobscot River broodstock represents the largest number of individuals spawned and estimates of genetic diversity are higher than any of the other five broodstocks. In 2020, estimates of allelic diversity in the sea-run broodstock decreased in comparison to previous years (Figure 3), likely due to a decrease in the number of broodstock collected due to limitations in operations resulting from COVID-19 (n=221 compared to an average of 533.0 broodstock collected since 2002). Other metrics of genetic diversity such as estimates of effective population size also decreased from previous years (Ne=417.9) but was near average observed between 2008 and 2020 (average Ne=417.3).  The 1 Sea-winter (SW) component of the 2020 returns was 13.6%.  This was a decrease from 2019 (24.7%) and the lowest percentage of the previous five years.  Conversely, the 2SW (54.7%) and the 3SW (1.3%) components were the highest percentages documented in the previous five years.  Many factors can contribute to the relative differences in returns based on sea age. The increased survival of 2 SW adults is good news.  Coupled with the increased escapement to the river and there is the potential for bump in wild production.  The proportions of adult returns based on smolt-age is driven by the relative number of hatchery verse naturally reared returns.  This is because the hatchery returns are the result of the 1-year smolt program. Therefore, with the increased proportion of naturally reared fish (see Figure 1a) observed in 2020 there was also a similar increase in the proportion of age 2 smolts (15.2%) and age 3 smolts (1.7%) from 2019 (13.1% and 0.9%, respectively).



Challenges in 2020

• Covid-19 related impacts to operations for 
health and human safety

• Milford Trap operations and broodstock 
collection limited for staff safety

• Stocking: parr, smolts and fry
• Smolt stocking in 2020 was about 3 

weeks earlier
• Smolts were not stocked in the 

Piscataquis River
• Fry stocking used only point 

stocking for distribution methods

• Fry production decreased to 250,000 (due to 
fewer broodstock)
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Emerging Issues and Priorities

• Conduct a feasibility assessment to implement a 
basin-wide marking program

• Evaluate opportunities to increase escapement and 
natural reproduction in the Piscataquis River

• Support the Salmon for Maine’s Rivers project in 
the East Branch Penobscot River

• Encourage planning associated with the potential 
for the West Branch Penobscot to contribute to 
recovery

• Complete a stocking plan for the Penobscot SHRU

Penobscot Salmon Habitat Recovery Unit



Additional plans for 2021

• Marking of smolts for stocking in the Piscataquis 
River

• At least 9 barrier improvements/removals planned
• Transferring of Penobscot smolts from GLNFH to 

CCAR facility for Salmon for Maine’s Rivers project

Penobscot Salmon Habitat Recovery Unit
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